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What can we really do about the climate emergency? The inconvenient truth is that we are causing the climate crisis with our carbon
intensive lifestyles and that fixing – or even just slowing – it will affect all of us. But it can be done.
Bell Laboratories is one of the world's leading research centres. Bell scientists have won seven Nobel prizes in, physics, more than any other
single institution in the world. In this engrossing book - a blend of popular science, and history -Jeremy Bernstein guides us on a fascinating
tour of the labs, introducing us to the men and women who have been responsible for some of the greatest scientific advances of this century,
in computers and computation, solid state physics (including the invention and development of the transistor); communications, and in
astrophysics.
A marvelous global history of the pivotal year 1945 as a new world emerged from the ruins of World War II Year Zero is a landmark reckoning
with the great drama that ensued after war came to an end in 1945. One world had ended and a new, uncertain one was beginning. Regime
change had come on a global scale: across Asia (including China, Korea, Indochina, and the Philippines, and of course Japan) and all of
continental Europe. Out of the often vicious power struggles that ensued emerged the modern world as we know it. In human terms, the scale
of transformation is almost impossible to imagine. Great cities around the world lay in ruins, their populations decimated, displaced, starving.
Harsh revenge was meted out on a wide scale, and the ground was laid for much horror to come. At the same time, in the wake of
unspeakable loss, the euphoria of the liberated was extraordinary, and the revelry unprecedented. The postwar years gave rise to the
European welfare state, the United Nations, decolonization, Japanese pacifism, and the European Union. Social, cultural, and political
“reeducation” was imposed on vanquished by victors on a scale that also had no historical precedent. Much that was done was ill advised,
but in hindsight, as Ian Buruma shows us, these efforts were in fact relatively enlightened, humane, and effective. A poignant grace note
throughout this history is Buruma’s own father’s story. Seized by the Nazis during the occupation of Holland, he spent much of the war in
Berlin as a laborer, and by war’s end was literally hiding in the rubble of a flattened city, having barely managed to survive starvation rations,
Allied bombing, and Soviet shock troops when the end came. His journey home and attempted reentry into “normalcy” stand in many ways
for his generation’s experience. A work of enormous range and stirring human drama, conjuring both the Asian and European theaters with
equal fluency, Year Zero is a book that Ian Buruma is perhaps uniquely positioned to write. It is surely his masterpiece.
The newborn is amazingly equipped to acquire language and literacy--these early years are the foundation upon which later learning is built.
Drawing on current research, the authors examine the elements of beginning language and literacy and look at how families, programs, and
communities can encourage beginning language and literacy in infants and toddlers.
Language and Literacy in the First Three Years
Stuxnet and the Launch of the World's First Digital Weapon
The Internet of Things, the Collaborative Commons, and the Eclipse of Capitalism
Zero Fail
Capitalism without Capital
Forging Zero
Decarbonizing Development

G-Zero — \JEE-ZEER-oh\ —n A world order in which no single country or durable alliance of countries can meet the
challenges of global leadership. What happens when the G20 doesn’t work and the G7 is history. If the worst
threatened—a rogue nuclear state, a major health crisis, the collapse of the global financial system—where
would the world look for leadership? For the first time in seven decades, there is no single power or alliance of
powers ready to take on the challenges of global leadership. A generation ago, the United States, Europe, and
Japan were the world’s powerhouses, the free-market democracies that propelled the global economy forward.
But today, they struggle just to find their footing. Acclaimed geopolitical analyst Ian Bremmer argues that this
leadership vacuum is here to stay, as power is regionalized instead of globalized. Now that so many challenges
transcend borders—from the stability of the global economy and climate change to cyber-attacks and
terrorism—the need for international cooperation has never been greater.
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller. In time for the twentieth anniversary of 9/11, master storyteller Alan
Gratz (Refugee) delivers a pulse-pounding and unforgettable take on history and hope, revenge and fear -- and
the stunning links between the past and present. September 11, 2001, New York City: Brandon is visiting his dad
at work, on the 107th floor of the World Trade Center. Out of nowhere, an airplane slams into the tower,
creating a fiery nightmare of terror and confusion. And Brandon is in the middle of it all. Can he survive -- and
escape? September 11, 2019, Afghanistan: Reshmina has grown up in the shadow of war, but she dreams of
peace and progress. When a battle erupts in her village, Reshmina stumbles upon a wounded American soldier
named Taz. Should she help Taz -- and put herself and her family in mortal danger? Two kids. One devastating
day. Nothing will ever be the same.
This Hugo Award finalist, “justifiably regarded as a classic” (SFReviews.net), is the tale of an epic space voyage
where time dilation goes horribly wrong. Aboard the spacecraft Leonora Christine, fifty crewmembers, half men
and half women, have embarked on a journey of discovery like no other to a planet thirty light-years away. Since
their ship is not capable of traveling faster than light, the crew will be subject to the effects of time dilation and
relativity. They will age five years on board the ship before reaching their destination, but thirty-three years will
pass on Earth. Experienced scientists and researchers, they have come to terms with the time conditions of their
space travel. Until . . . the Leonora Christine passes through an uncharted nebula, which damages the engine,
making it impossible to decelerate the ship on the second half of their trip. To survive, the crewmembers have
no choice but to bypass their destination and continue to accelerate toward the speed of light. But how will they
keep hope alive and maintain order as they hurtle deeper into space with time passing more and more rapidly,
and their ultimate fate unknown? With its combination of mind-blowing hard science and compelling human
drama, Tau Zero is “the ultimate hard science novel” (Mike Resnick).
"Includes the complete bonus novella The Dire Earth, a prequel to the bestselling sci-fi adventure The Darwin
Elevator."
The Zero
Concepts of Advanced Zero Waste Tools
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What Happens When No One Leads the World
Bell Laboratories in the Information Age
Tau Zero
Ending Fossil Fuels
Micro-Lending and the Battle Against World Poverty

NATIONAL BESTSELLER A dramatic insider account of the world of private military
contracting. Armored cars, burner phones, top-notch weaponry and top-secret
missions--this is the life of today's private military contractor. Like author Simon
Chase, many PMCs were once the world's top military operatives, and since retiring from
outfits like US Navy SEAL TEAM Six and the UK's Special Boat Service, they have devoted
their lives to executing sensitive and hazardous missions overseas. Working at the
request of U.S. and British government entities as well as for private clients, he takes
on jobs that require "zero footprint," with no trace of their actions left behind. Chase
delivers first-hand accounts of tracking Bin Laden in Afghanistan and being one of the
first responders after the attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi. We see his teams
defuse terrorist bombs, guard dignitaries, and protect convoys traveling through perilous
territory--and then there are the really big jobs: top-secret "zero footprint" missions
that include searching for High Value Targets and setting up arms shipping networks. The
missions in Zero Footprint will shock readers, but so will the personal dangers. Chase
and the men he works with operate without government backup or air rescue. If they die
serving their country--they remain anonymous. There are no military honors or benefits.
Contractors like Simon Chase are the unsung heroes in the war against terrorism, a
strong, but largely invisible force--until now.
X-Men meets Marissa Meyer’s Renegades when New York Times bestselling author of the
Uglies series Scott Westerfeld teams up with award-winning authors Margo Lanagan and
Deborah Biancotti for this explosive trilogy filled with “cinematic nonstop action,”
(Booklist) about six teens with unique abilities. Don’t call them heroes. But these six
California teens have powers that set them apart. Take Ethan, a.k.a. Scam. He’s got a
voice inside him that’ll say whatever you want to hear, whether it’s true or not. Which
is handy, except when it isn’t—like when the voice starts gabbing in the middle of a bank
robbery. The only people who can help are the other Zeroes, who aren’t exactly best
friends these days. Enter Nate, a.k.a. Bellwether, the group’s “glorious leader.” After
Scam’s SOS, he pulls the scattered Zeroes back together. But when the rescue blows up in
their faces, the Zeroes find themselves propelled into whirlwind encounters with ever
more dangerous criminals. At the heart of the chaos they find Kelsie, who can take a
crowd in the palm of her hand and tame it or let it loose as she pleases. Filled with
high-stakes action and drama, Zeroes unites three powerhouse authors for the opening
installment of a thrilling new series.
Non-fiction that reads like a novel! A thrilling, moment by moment account of an epic
escape and the real-life adventures that followed.
A World of Three ZerosThe New Economics of Zero Poverty, Zero Unemployment, and Zero Net
Carbon EmissionsPublicAffairs
The New Economics of Zero Poverty, Zero Unemployment, and Zero Net Carbon Emissions
Politics, Money, and the Remaking of Lower Manhattan
Learning to Read the World
Re:ZERO -Starting Life in Another World-, Chapter 3: Truth of Zero, Vol. 7 (manga)
THE NEW ECONOMICS of ZERO POVERTY, ZERO UNEMPLOYMENT, and ZERO NET CARBON EMISSIONS
Countdown to Zero Day
Why Net Zero is Not Enough
After 1989, capitalism has successfully presented itself as the only realistic political-economic system - a situation that the bank
crisis of 2008, far from ending, actually compounded. The book analyses the development and principal features of this capitalist
realism as a lived ideological framework. Using examples from politics, films, fiction, work and education, it argues that capitalist
realism colours all areas of contemporary experience. But it will also show that, because of a number of inconsistencies and
glitches internal to the capitalist reality program capitalism in fact is anything but realistic.
Early in the twenty-first century, a quiet revolution occurred. For the first time, the major developed economies began to invest
more in intangible assets, like design, branding, and software, than in tangible assets, like machinery, buildings, and computers.
For all sorts of businesses, the ability to deploy assets that one can neither see nor touch is increasingly the main source of longterm success. But this is not just a familiar story of the so-called new economy. Capitalism without Capital shows that the growing
importance of intangible assets has also played a role in some of the larger economic changes of the past decade, including the
growth in economic inequality and the stagnation of productivity. Jonathan Haskel and Stian Westlake explore the unusual
economic characteristics of intangible investment and discuss how an economy rich in intangibles is fundamentally different from
one based on tangibles. Capitalism without Capital concludes by outlining how managers, investors, and policymakers can exploit
the characteristics of an intangible age to grow their businesses, portfolios, and economies.
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Set in Los Angeles in the early 1980's, this coolly mesmerizing novel—now a timeless classic—is a raw, powerful portrait of a lost
generation who have experienced sex, drugs, and disaffection at too early an age. They live in a world shaped by casual nihilism,
passivity, and too much money in a place devoid of feeling or hope. When Clay comes home for Christmas vacation from his
Eastern college, he re-enters a landscape of limitless privilege and absolute moral entropy, where everyone drives Porches, dines at
Spago, and snorts mountains of cocaine. He tries to renew feelings for his girlfriend, Blair, and for his best friend from high
school, Julian, who is careering into hustling and heroin. Clay's holiday turns into a dizzying spiral of desperation that takes him
through the relentless parties in glitzy mansions, seedy bars, and underground rock clubs and also into the seamy world of L.A.
after dark.
In The Zero Marginal Cost Society, New York Times bestselling author Jeremy Rifkin describes how the emerging Internet of
Things is speeding us to an era of nearly free goods and services, precipitating the meteoric rise of a global Collaborative Commons
and the eclipse of capitalism. Rifkin uncovers a paradox at the heart of capitalism that has propelled it to greatness but is now
taking it to its death—the inherent entrepreneurial dynamism of competitive markets that drives productivity up and marginal costs
down, enabling businesses to reduce the price of their goods and services in order to win over consumers and market share.
(Marginal cost is the cost of producing additional units of a good or service, if fixed costs are not counted.) While economists have
always welcomed a reduction in marginal cost, they never anticipated the possibility of a technological revolution that might bring
marginal costs to near zero, making goods and services priceless, nearly free, and abundant, and no longer subject to market forces.
Now, a formidable new technology infrastructure—the Internet of things (IoT)—is emerging with the potential of pushing large
segments of economic life to near zero marginal cost in the years ahead. Rifkin describes how the Communication Internet is
converging with a nascent Energy Internet and Logistics Internet to create a new technology platform that connects everything and
everyone. Billions of sensors are being attached to natural resources, production lines, the electricity grid, logistics networks,
recycling flows, and implanted in homes, offices, stores, vehicles, and even human beings, feeding Big Data into an IoT global
neural network. Prosumers can connect to the network and use Big Data, analytics, and algorithms to accelerate efficiency,
dramatically increase productivity, and lower the marginal cost of producing and sharing a wide range of products and services to
near zero, just like they now do with information goods. The plummeting of marginal costs is spawning a hybrid economy—part
capitalist market and part Collaborative Commons—with far reaching implications for society, according to Rifkin. Hundreds of
millions of people are already transferring parts of their economic lives to the global Collaborative Commons. Prosumers are
plugging into the fledgling IoT and making and sharing their own information, entertainment, green energy, and 3D-printed
products at near zero marginal cost. They are also sharing cars, homes, clothes and other items via social media sites, rentals,
redistribution clubs, and cooperatives at low or near zero marginal cost. Students are enrolling in free massive open online courses
(MOOCs) that operate at near zero marginal cost. Social entrepreneurs are even bypassing the banking establishment and using
crowdfunding to finance startup businesses as well as creating alternative currencies in the fledgling sharing economy. In this new
world, social capital is as important as financial capital, access trumps ownership, sustainability supersedes consumerism,
cooperation ousts competition, and "exchange value" in the capitalist marketplace is increasingly replaced by "sharable value" on
the Collaborative Commons. Rifkin concludes that capitalism will remain with us, albeit in an increasingly streamlined role,
primarily as an aggregator of network services and solutions, allowing it to flourish as a powerful niche player in the coming era.
We are, however, says Rifkin, entering a world beyond markets where we are learning how to live together in an increasingly
interdependent global Collaborative Commons.
Zero to One
The Zero Marginal Cost Society
A Novel
Zero Trust Networks
Nexus
Ones and Zeroes
Power at Ground Zero
The perimeter defenses guarding your network perhaps are not as secure as you think. Hosts behind
the firewall have no defenses of their own, so when a host in the "trusted" zone is breached, access
to your data center is not far behind. That’s an all-too-familiar scenario today. With this practical
book, you’ll learn the principles behind zero trust architecture, along with details necessary to
implement it. The Zero Trust Model treats all hosts as if they’re internet-facing, and considers the
entire network to be compromised and hostile. By taking this approach, you’ll focus on building
strong authentication, authorization, and encryption throughout, while providing compartmentalized
access and better operational agility. Understand how perimeter-based defenses have evolved to
become the broken model we use today Explore two case studies of zero trust in production networks
on the client side (Google) and on the server side (PagerDuty) Get example configuration for open
source tools that you can use to build a zero trust network Learn how to migrate from a perimeterbased network to a zero trust network in production
X-Men meets Marissa Meyer’s Renegades when New York Times bestselling author of the Uglies
series Scott Westerfeld teams up with award-winning authors Margo Lanagan and Deborah Biancotti
in the final book of an explosive trilogy about six teens with unique abilities. The Zeroes are in
disarray. One of them has vanished. One of them is in prison. The rest are on the most-wanted list.
And something big is brewing. Accused of murdering Swarm, Bellwether is in a high-security prison,
isolated and unable to use his powers of influence. Flicker, Crash, Mob, and Scam are on the run as
suspected domestic terrorists. And Agent Phan of the FBI has a secret weapon up his sleeve—a
teenager with a superpower that the Zeroes haven’t encountered yet. After a daring breakout, the
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group is drawn to New Orleans, where celebrating Mardi Gras crowds promise enormous power to
anyone who can channel it. There, an army of Zeroes is gathering around a charismatic
leader—whose plans are nothing short of cataclysmic. Time is running out for the Zeroes, but they
must learn to trust one another again if they want to avert the looming disaster.
A winner of the Nobel Peace Prize and bestselling author of Banker to the Poor offers his vision of an
emerging new economic system that can save humankind and the planet Muhammad Yunus, who
created microcredit, invented social business, and earned a Nobel Peace Prize for his work in
alleviating poverty, is one of today's most trenchant social critics. Now he declares it's time to admit
that the capitalist engine is broken--that in its current form it inevitably leads to rampant inequality,
massive unemployment, and environmental destruction. We need a new economic system that
unleashes altruism as a creative force just as powerful as self-interest. Is this a pipe dream? Not at
all. In the last decade, thousands of people and organizations have already embraced Yunus's vision
of a new form of capitalism, launching innovative social businesses designed to serve human needs
rather than accumulate wealth. They are bringing solar energy to millions of homes in Bangladesh;
turning thousands of unemployed young people into entrepreneurs through equity investments;
financing female-owned businesses in cities across the United States; bringing mobility, shelter, and
other services to the rural poor in France; and creating a global support network to help young
entrepreneurs launch their start-ups. In A World of Three Zeros, Yunus describes the new civilization
emerging from the economic experiments his work has helped to inspire. He explains how global
companies like McCain, Renault, Essilor, and Danone got involved with this new economic model
through their own social action groups, describes the ingenious new financial tools now funding
social businesses, and sketches the legal and regulatory changes needed to jumpstart the next wave
of socially driven innovations. And he invites young people, business and political leaders, and
ordinary citizens to join the movement and help create the better world we all dream of.
A winner of the Nobel Peace Prize offers his vision of an emerging new economic system that can
save humankind and the planet Muhammad Yunus, who created microcredit, invented social business
and earned a Nobel Peace Prize for his work in alleviating poverty, is one of today’s most trenchant
social critics. Now, he declares, it’s time to admit that the capitalist engine is broken – that in its
current form it will inevitably lead to rampant inequality, massive unemployment and environmental
destruction. We need a new economic system that unleashes altruism as a creative force that is just
as powerful as self-interest. Is this a pipe dream? Not at all. In the last decade, thousands of people
and organizations have already embraced Yunus’s vision of a new form of capitalism, launching
innovative social businesses designed to serve human needs rather than accumulate wealth. These
businesses are bringing solar energy to millions of homes in Bangladesh; turning thousands of
unemployed young people into entrepreneurs through equity investments; financing female-owned
businesses in cities across the US; providing mobility, shelter and other services to the rural poor in
France; and creating a global support network to help young entrepreneurs launch their start-ups. In
A World of Three Zeros, Yunus describes the new civilization emerging from the economic
experiments his work has helped to inspire. He explains how global companies like McCain, Renault,
Essilor and Danone have been involved with this new economic model through their own social action
groups, describes the ingenious financial tools now funding social businesses, and sketches the legal
and regulatory changes needed to jumpstart the next wave of socially driven innovations. In the
process, he invites young people, business and political leaders, and ordinary citizens to join the
movement, and help to create the better world we all dream of.
A History of 1945
The New Kind of Capitalism That Serves Humanity's Most Pressing Needs
A Young Adult Novel
Year Zero
Banker To The Poor
Zero
Capitalist Realism
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a wide-ranging,
practical—and accessible—plan for how the world can get to zero greenhouse gas emissions in time to
avoid a climate catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade investigating the causes and effects of
climate change. With the help of experts in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering,
political science, and finance, he has focused on what must be done in order to stop the planet's slide
to certain environmental disaster. In this book, he not only explains why we need to work toward netzero emissions of greenhouse gases, but also details what we need to do to achieve this profoundly
important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed description of the challenges we face. Drawing on his
understanding of innovation and what it takes to get new ideas into the market, he describes the areas
in which technology is already helping to reduce emissions, where and how the current technology can be
made to function more effectively, where breakthrough technologies are needed, and who is working on
these essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a concrete, practical plan for achieving the goal of
zero emissions—suggesting not only policies that governments should adopt, but what we as individuals
can do to keep our government, our employers, and ourselves accountable in this crucial enterprise. As
Bill Gates makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple or easy to do, but if we follow the
plan he sets out here, it is a goal firmly within our reach.
For sixteen-year-old Geth Montego, zero o’clock begins on March 11, 2020. By June, she wonders if it
will ever end. "An insightful, eye-opening, and inventive story. C.J. Farley has penned a novel that
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sheds an important light on real issues facing young people today." --Angie Thomas, author of The Hate U
Give "Zero O'Clock is a beautiful and timely YA novel that is both heartbreaking and whip smart, a
glimpse into the world of virtual friendship, classrooms, and pop stardom." --Jeanne McWilliams
Blasberg, author of The Nine "Thoughtful, provocative, and pounding with the fast-paced beat of a sharpwitted adolescent mind, Zero O'Clock is the story of a Jamaican-American teen girl at the early
epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic in New Rochelle, New York. C.J. Farley has created an irresistible
heroine in Geth Montego. Simmering with justifiable anger at everything from the cancellation of her
senior prom to racial injustices and police brutality, Geth manages to overcome grief, anxiety, and
confusion to discover a new sense of herself and her ability to create change." --Karen Dukess, author
of The Last Book Party "Zero O'Clock seems to have a direct line into the mindset of a modern teenager.
I enjoyed it immensely!" --Alex Wheatle, author of Cane Warriors In early March 2020 in New Rochelle,
New York, teenager Geth Montego is fumbling with the present and uncertain about her future. She only
has three friends: her best friend Tovah, who’s been acting weird ever since they started applying to
college; Diego, who she wants to ask to prom; and the K-pop band BTS, because the group always seems to
be there for her when she needs them (at least in her head). She could use some help now. Geth’s small
city becomes one of the first COVID-19 containment zones in the US. As her community is upended by the
virus and stirred up by the growing Black Lives Matter protests, Geth faces a choice and a question: Is
she willing to risk everything to fight for her beliefs? And if so, what exactly does she believe in?
C.J. Farley captures a moment in spring 2020 no teenager will ever forget. It sucks watching the world
fall apart. But sometimes you have to start from zero.
Winner of CLR James Book Prize from the Working Class Studies Association and 2nd Place for the Victor
Turner Prize in Ethnographic Writing. In 1980, Christine J. Walley’s world was turned upside down when
the steel mill in Southeast Chicago where her father worked abruptly closed. In the ensuing years,
ninety thousand other area residents would also lose their jobs in the mills—just one example of the
vast scale of deindustrialization occurring across the United States. The disruption of this event
propelled Walley into a career as a cultural anthropologist, and now, in Exit Zero, she brings her
anthropological perspective home, examining the fate of her family and that of blue-collar America at
large. Interweaving personal narratives and family photos with a nuanced assessment of the social
impacts of deindustrialization, Exit Zero is one part memoir and one part ethnography— providing a muchneeded female and familial perspective on cultures of labor and their decline. Through vivid accounts of
her family’s struggles and her own upward mobility, Walley reveals the social landscapes of America’s
industrial fallout, navigating complex tensions among class, labor, economy, and environment.
Unsatisfied with the notion that her family’s turmoil was inevitable in the ever-forward progress of the
United States, she provides a fresh and important counternarrative that gives a new voice to the many
Americans whose distress resulting from deindustrialization has too often been ignored. This book is
part of a project that also includes a documentary film and interactive website. For more information,
and the chance to share your own stories, photos, and artefacts regarding the history of Southeast
Chicago, please visit: http://www.exitzeroproject.org/
Advanced Zero Waste Tools: Present and Emerging Waste Management Practices, Volume One in the Concepts
of Advanced Zero Waste Tools series addresses the fundamental principles of zero waste that encourages
the redesign of resource lifecycles so that products are reused. By promoting reuse and recycling, as
well as prevention and product designs that consider the entire product lifecycle, the zero waste
philosophy advocates for sustainability and environmental management and protection. This book takes the
first step toward addressing the tools needed to implement zero waste, both on a practical and
conceptual scale. In addition to environmental and engineering principles, the book also covers
economic, toxicologic and regulatory issues, making it an important resource for researchers, engineers
and policymakers working toward environmental sustainability. Uses fundamental, interdisciplinary and
state-of-the-art coverage of zero waste research to provide an integrated approach to tools, methodology
and indicators Covers current challenges, design and manufacturing technology, and sustainability
applications Includes up-to-date references and web resources at the end of each chapter, as well as a
webpage dedicated to providing supplementary information
Zero History
The Weight of Zero
Zeroes
Building Secure Systems in Untrusted Networks
Is there no alternative?
Three Steps to a Zero-Carbon Future
A winner of the Nobel Peace Prize and bestselling author of Banker to the Poor offers his vision of an
emerging new economic system that can save humankind and the planet Muhammad Yunus, who created
microcredit, invented social business, and earned a Nobel Peace Prize for his work in alleviating
poverty, is one of today's most trenchant social critics. Now he declares it's time to admit that the
capitalist engine is broken -- that in its current form it inevitably leads to rampant inequality,
massive unemployment, and environmental destruction. We need a new economic system that unleashes
altruism as a creative force just as powerful as self-interest. Is this a pipe dream? Not at all. In the
last decade, thousands of people and organizations have already embraced Yunus's vision of a new form of
capitalism, launching innovative social businesses designed to serve human needs rather than accumulate
wealth. They are bringing solar energy to millions of homes in Bangladesh; turning thousands of
unemployed young people into entrepreneurs through equity investments; financing female-owned businesses
in cities across the United States; bringing mobility, shelter, and other services to the rural poor in
France; and creating a global support network to help young entrepreneurs launch their start-ups. In A
World of Three Zeros, Yunus describes the new civilization emerging from the economic experiments his
work has helped to inspire. He explains how global companies like McCain, Renault, Essilor, and Danone
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got involved with this new economic model through their own social action groups, describes the
ingenious new financial tools now funding social businesses, and sketches the legal and regulatory
changes needed to jumpstart the next wave of socially driven innovations. And he invites young people,
business and political leaders, and ordinary citizens to join the movement and help create the better
world we all dream of.
Ending the fossil fuel industry is the only credible path for climate policy Around the world, countries
and companies are setting net-zero carbon emissions targets. But what will it mean if those targets are
achieved? One possibility is that fossil fuel companies will continue to produce billions of tons of
atmospheric CO2 while relying on a symbiotic industry to scrub the air clean. Focusing on emissions
draws our attention away from the real problem: the point of production. The fossil fuel industry must
come to an end but will not depart willingly; governments must intervene. By embracing a politics of
rural-urban coalitions and platform governance, climate advocates can build the political power needed
to nationalize the fossil fuel industry and use its resources to draw carbon out of the atmosphere.
A starship hurtles through the emptiness of space. Its destination - unknown. Its purpose - a mystery.
Now, one man wakes up. Ripped from a dream of a new home - a new planet and the woman he was meant to
love in his arms - he finds himself wet, naked, and freezing to death. The dark halls are full of
monsters but trusting other survivors he meets might be the greater danger. All he has are questions -Who is he? Where are they going? What happened to the dream of a new life? What happened to Hull 03? All
will be answered, if he can survive the ship.
From Dan Wells, author of the New York Times bestselling Partials Sequence and the John Cleaver series,
comes the second book in a dark, pulse-pounding sci-fi-noir series set in 2050 Los Angeles. Overworld.
It’s more than just the world’s most popular e-sport—for thousands of VR teams around the globe,
Overworld is life. It means fame and fortune, or maybe it’s a ticket out of obscurity or poverty. If you
have a connection to the internet and four friends you trust with your life, anything is possible.
Marisa Carneseca is on the hunt for a mysterious hacker named Grendel when she receives word that her
amateur Overworld team has been invited to Forward Motion, one of the most exclusive tournaments of the
year. For Marisa, this could mean anything—a chance to finally go pro and to help her family, stuck in
an LA neighborhood on the wrong side of the growing divide between the rich and the poor. But Forward
Motion turns out to be more than it seems—rife with corruption, infighting, and danger—and Marisa runs
headlong into Alain Bensoussan, a beautiful, dangerous underground freedom fighter who reveals to her
the darker side of the forces behind the tournament. It soon becomes clear that, in this game, winning
might be the only way to get out alive.
A WORLD OF THREE ZEROS
Three Degrees Above Zero
Every Nation for Itself
Exit Zero
A New Approach to Non-Alcoholic Drinks
Zero World
Zero Night: The Untold Story of World War Two's Greatest Escape
Muhammad Yunus, the practical visionary who pioneered microcredit and, with his Grameen Bank, won the 2006 Nobel Peace
Prize, has developed a visionary new dimension for capitalism which he calls “social business.” By harnessing the energy of profitmaking to the objective of fulfilling human needs, social business creates self-supporting, viable commercial enterprises that
generate economic growth even as they produce goods and services that make the world a better place. In this book, Yunus shows
how social business has gone from being a theory to an inspiring practice, adopted by leading corporations, entrepreneurs, and
social activists across Asia, South America, Europe and the US. He demonstrates how social business transforms lives; offers
practical guidance for those who want to create social businesses of their own; explains how public and corporate policies must
adapt to make room for the social business model; and shows why social business holds the potential to redeem the failed
promise of free-market enterprise.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This book delivers completely new and refreshing ideas on how to create value in the
world.”—Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta “Peter Thiel has built multiple breakthrough companies, and Zero to One shows
how.”—Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX and Tesla The great secret of our time is that there are still uncharted frontiers to explore and
new inventions to create. In Zero to One, legendary entrepreneur and investor Peter Thiel shows how we can find singular ways to
create those new things. Thiel begins with the contrarian premise that we live in an age of technological stagnation, even if we’re
too distracted by shiny mobile devices to notice. Information technology has improved rapidly, but there is no reason why
progress should be limited to computers or Silicon Valley. Progress can be achieved in any industry or area of business. It comes
from the most important skill that every leader must master: learning to think for yourself. Doing what someone else already knows
how to do takes the world from 1 to n, adding more of something familiar. But when you do something new, you go from 0 to 1. The
next Bill Gates will not build an operating system. The next Larry Page or Sergey Brin won’t make a search engine. Tomorrow’s
champions will not win by competing ruthlessly in today’s marketplace. They will escape competition altogether, because their
businesses will be unique. Zero to One presents at once an optimistic view of the future of progress in America and a new way of
thinking about innovation: it starts by learning to ask the questions that lead you to find value in unexpected places.
I dedicate this to my wife, Theresia van Astrea...A single White Whale is a nightmare; three might just be a harbinger of the end!
With Wilhelm, the Sword Devil, swallowed by one of the vicious demon beasts, Subaru is desperate to turn the tide of battle-and
against all odds, he might have figured it out. This may be their only chance to end the White Whale's four-hundred-year reign of
terror, and it all comes down to one man devoted to both love and the blade...!
"Hope survives where you least expect it"--Front cover.
Ground Zero
Net Zero: How We Stop Causing Climate Change
Less Than Zero
Zero O'Clock
The Rise of the Intangible Economy
Building Social Business
A World of Three Zeros
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For lovers of sci-fi thrillers, alien invasion stories, space opera, and sprawling first contact science fiction, this is an
unforgettable post-apocalyptic epic about perseverance and survival in a harsh new world where humanity is just another
item on the menu... First Contact doesn't go as anyone expected. Now they own us. The Legend of ZERO: Forging Zero is
the epic journey of 14-year-old Joe Dobbs in a post-apocalyptic universe following a massive galactic empire's invasion of
Earth. The oldest of the children drafted from humanity’s devastated planet, Joe is impressed into service by the alien
Congressional Ground Force—and becomes the unwitting centerpiece in a millennia-long alien struggle for independence.
Once his training begins, one of the elusive and prophetic Trith appears to give Joe a spine chilling prophecy that the
universe has been anticipating for millions of years: Joe will be the one to finally shatter the vast alien government known
as Congress. And the Trith cannot lie.… But first Joe has to make it through bootcamp.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This is one of those books that will go down as the seminal work—the determinative
work—in this field. . . . Terrifying.”—Rachel Maddow The first definitive account of the rise and fall of the Secret Service,
from the Kennedy assassination to the alarming mismanagement of the Obama and Trump years, right up to the
insurrection at the Capitol on January 6—by the Pulitzer Prize winner and #1 New York Times bestselling co-author of A
Very Stable Genius and I Alone Can Fix It NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE WASHINGTON POST
Carol Leonnig has been reporting on the Secret Service for The Washington Post for most of the last decade, bringing to
light the secrets, scandals, and shortcomings that plague the agency today—from a toxic work culture to dangerously
outdated equipment to the deep resentment within the ranks at key agency leaders, who put protecting the agency’s oncehallowed image before fixing its flaws. But the Secret Service wasn’t always so troubled. The Secret Service was born in
1865, in the wake of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, but its story begins in earnest in 1963, with the death of John
F. Kennedy. Shocked into reform by its failure to protect the president on that fateful day in Dallas, this once-sleepy
agency was radically transformed into an elite, highly trained unit that would redeem itself several times, most famously in
1981 by thwarting an assassination attempt against Ronald Reagan. But this reputation for courage and excellence would
not last forever. By Barack Obama’s presidency, the once-proud Secret Service was running on fumes and beset by
mistakes and alarming lapses in judgment: break-ins at the White House, an armed gunman firing into the windows of the
residence while confused agents stood by, and a massive prostitution scandal among agents in Cartagena, to name just a
few. With Donald Trump’s arrival, a series of promised reforms were cast aside, as a president disdainful of public service
instead abused the Secret Service to rack up political and personal gains. To explore these problems in the ranks, Leonnig
interviewed dozens of current and former agents, government officials, and whistleblowers who put their jobs on the line to
speak out about a hobbled agency that’s in desperate need of reform. “I will be forever grateful to them for risking their
careers,” she writes, “not because they wanted to share tantalizing gossip about presidents and their families, but because
they know that the Service is broken and needs fixing. By telling their story, they hope to revive the Service they love.”
The science is unequivocal: stabilizing climate change implies bringing net carbon emissions to zero. This must be done by
2100 if we are to keep climate change anywhere near the 2oC warming that world leaders have set as the maximum
acceptable limit. Decarbonizing Development: Three Steps to a Zero-Carbon Future looks at what it would take to
decarbonize the world economy by 2100 in a way that is compatible with countries' broader development goals. Here is
what needs to be done: -Act early with an eye on the end-goal. To best achieve a given reduction in emissions in 2030
depends on whether this is the final target or a step towards zero net emissions. -Go beyond prices with a policy package
that triggers changes in investment patterns, technologies and behaviors. Carbon pricing is necessary for an efficient
transition toward decarbonization. It is an efficient way to raise revenue, which can be used to support poverty reduction
or reduce other taxes. Policymakers need to adopt measures that trigger the required changes in investment patterns,
behaviors, and technologies - and if carbon pricing is temporarily impossible, use these measures as a substitute. -Mind
the political economy and smooth the transition for those who stand to be most affected. Reforms live or die based on the
political economy. A climate policy package must be attractive to a majority of voters and avoid impacts that appear unfair
or are concentrated on a region, sector or community. Reforms have to smooth the transition for those who stand to be
affected, by protecting vulnerable people but also sometimes compensating powerful lobbies.
National Book Award Finalist The breakout novel from a writer of extraordinary talent: In the wake of a devastating
terrorist attack, one man struggles to make sense of his world, even as the world tries to make use of him Brian Remy has
no idea how he got here. It’s been only five days since terrorists attacked his city, and Remy is experiencing gaps in his
life—as if he were a stone being skipping across water. He has a self-inflicted gunshot wound that he doesn’t remember
inflicting. His son wears a black armband and refuses to acknowledge that Remy is still alive. He seems to be going blind.
He has a beautiful new girlfriend whose name he doesn’t know. And his old partner in the police department, who may well
be the only person crazier than Remy, has just gotten his picture on a box of First Responder cereal. And these are the
good things in Brian Remy’s life. While smoke still hangs over the city, Remy is recruited by a mysterious government
agency that is assigned to gather all of the paper that was scattered in the attacks. As he slowly begins to realize that he’s
working for a shadowy intelligence operation, Remy stumbles across a dangerous plot, and with the world threatening to
boil over in violence and betrayal, he realizes that he’s got to track down the most elusive target of them all—himself. And
the only way to do that is to return to that place where everything started falling apart. In the tradition of Catch-22, The
Manchurian Candidate, and the novels of Ian McEwan, comes this extraordinary story of searing humor and sublime
horror, of blindness, bewilderment, and that achingly familiar feeling that the world has suddenly stopped making sense.
Zero Footprint
Hull Zero Three
Notes on Startups, or How to Build the Future
The Rise and Fall of the Secret Service
The True Story of a Private Military Contractor¿s Covert Assignments in Syria, Libya, And the World¿s Most Dangerous
Places
Family and Class in Postindustrial Chicago
The Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs We Need
The founder of the Grameen Bank relates how he developed the system of micro-credit to help eradicate poverty in countries such as
Bangladesh by providing financial education and small loans to rural families.
Top cybersecurity journalist Kim Zetter tells the story behind the virus that sabotaged Iran’s nuclear efforts and shows how its existence has
ushered in a new age of warfare—one in which a digital attack can have the same destructive capability as a megaton bomb. In January
2010, inspectors with the International Atomic Energy Agency noticed that centrifuges at an Iranian uranium enrichment plant were failing at
an unprecedented rate. The cause was a complete mystery—apparently as much to the technicians replacing the centrifuges as to the
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inspectors observing them. Then, five months later, a seemingly unrelated event occurred: A computer security firm in Belarus was called in
to troubleshoot some computers in Iran that were crashing and rebooting repeatedly. At first, the firm’s programmers believed the malicious
code on the machines was a simple, routine piece of malware. But as they and other experts around the world investigated, they discovered
a mysterious virus of unparalleled complexity. They had, they soon learned, stumbled upon the world’s first digital weapon. For Stuxnet, as it
came to be known, was unlike any other virus or worm built before: Rather than simply hijacking targeted computers or stealing information
from them, it escaped the digital realm to wreak actual, physical destruction on a nuclear facility. In these pages, Wired journalist Kim Zetter
draws on her extensive sources and expertise to tell the story behind Stuxnet’s planning, execution, and discovery, covering its genesis in the
corridors of Bush’s White House and its unleashing on systems in Iran—and telling the spectacular, unlikely tale of the security geeks who
managed to unravel a sabotage campaign years in the making. But Countdown to Zero Day ranges far beyond Stuxnet itself. Here, Zetter
shows us how digital warfare developed in the US. She takes us inside today’s flourishing zero-day “grey markets,” in which intelligence
agencies and militaries pay huge sums for the malicious code they need to carry out infiltrations and attacks. She reveals just how vulnerable
many of our own critical systems are to Stuxnet-like strikes, from nation-state adversaries and anonymous hackers alike—and shows us just
what might happen should our infrastructure be targeted by such an attack. Propelled by Zetter’s unique knowledge and access, and filled
with eye-opening explanations of the technologies involved, Countdown to Zero Day is a comprehensive and prescient portrait of a world at
the edge of a new kind of war.
Hollis Henry never intended to work for global marketing magnate Hubertus Bigend again. But now she’s broke, and Bigend has just the thing
to get her back in the game... Milgrim can disappear in almost any setting, and his Russian is perfectly idiomatic—so much so that he spoke it
with his therapist in the secret Swiss clinic where Bigend paid for him to be cured of his addiction... Garreth doesn't owe Bigend a thing. But
he does have friends from whom he can call in the kinds of favors powerful people need when things go sideways... They all have something
Bigend wants as he finds himself outmaneuvered and adrift, after a Department of Defense contract for combat-wear turns out to be the
gateway drug for arms dealers so shadowy they can out-Bigend Bigend himself. “Zero History is [Gibson’s] best yet, a triumph of science
fiction as social criticism and adventure.”—BoingBoing.net
The destruction of the World Trade Center complex on 9/11 set in motion a chain of events that fundamentally transformed both the United
States and the wider world. War has raged in the Middle East for a decade and a half, and Americans have become accustomed to
surveillance, enhanced security, and periodic terrorist attacks. But the symbolic locus of the post-9/11 world has always been "Ground
Zero"--the sixteen acres in Manhattan's financial district where the twin towers collapsed. While idealism dominated in the initial rebuilding
phase, interest-group trench warfare soon ensued. Myriad battles involving all of the interests with a stake in that space-real estate interests,
victims' families, politicians, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, the federal government, community groups, architectural firms,
and a panoply of ambitious entrepreneurs grasping for pieces of the pie-raged for over a decade, and nearly fifteen years later there are still
loose ends that need resolution. In Power at Ground Zero, Lynne Sagalyn offers the definitive account of one of the greatest reconstruction
projects in modern world history. Sagalyn is America's most eminent scholar of major urban reconstruction projects, and this is the
culmination of over a decade of research. Both epic in scope and granular in detail, this is at base a classic New York story. Sagalyn has an
extraordinary command over all of the actors and moving parts involved in the drama: the long parade of New York and New Jersey
governors involved in the project, Mayor Michael Bloomberg, various Port Authority leaders, the ubiquitous real estate magnate Larry
Silverstein, and architectural superstars like Santiago Calatrava and Daniel Libeskind. As she shows, political competition at the local, state,
regional, and federal level along with vast sums of money drove every aspect of the planning process. But the reconstruction project was
always about more than complex real estate deals and jockeying among local politicians. The symbolism of the reconstruction extended far
beyond New York and was freighted with the twin tasks of symbolizing American resilience and projecting American power. As a result, every
aspect was contested. As Sagalyn points out, while modern city building is often dismissed as cold-hearted and detached from meaning, the
opposite was true at Ground Zero. Virtually every action was infused with symbolic significance and needed to be debated. The emotional
dimension of 9/11 made this large-scale rebuilding effort unique; it supercharged the complexity of the rebuilding process with both sanctity
and a truly unique politics. Covering all of this and more, Power at Ground Zero is sure to stand as the most important book ever written on
the aftermath of arguably the most significant isolated event in the post-Cold War era.
Present and Emerging Waste Management Practices
How to Avoid a Climate Disaster
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